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The BG News
Bowling Green State University

Wednesday

September 23,1981

1966 state decision
starts quarter plan
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter

The University will complete its
14th and final year on a quarter
calendar in June, converting to an
apparent financially and
academically
advantageous
semester plan next fall.
The semester calendar also is
the system the University has used through most of its existence.
Only because of a decision in
1966 by the Ohio Board of Regents
did the University, threatened
with a funding cut if it didn't, convert to the quarter calendar.

stall photo by Dal* Omorl

While helping friends paint their house at 329 E. Wooster,
Sharon Mohn, sophomore International Business major, and

Dawn Dunbar, sophomore Business major, got Into a duel with
their palrtt brushes.

THE REGENTS announced in
December of 1966 its intention to
convert all state-supported colleges to the quarter system by the
1968-69 school year.
John Marshall Briley, then
chairman of the board, in a story
in the Columbus Citizen-Journal
on Dec. 17, gave three reasons for
the board's decision.The first, he
said, was the board's obligation to
coordinate the state's universities' activities in order to make
the board's Master Plan effective.
Briley said another reason for
the decision was to assure Ohio
voters that facilities were being

fully utilized before asking for approval of more bond issues.
And he said having schools on
quarter, trimester and semester
systems creates problems in
establishing fair methods for funding.
THOSE universities not on the
quarter plan would lose part of its
state funds for summer sessions,
Briley said. Dr. John D. Millett,
then regents chancellor, also was
mentioned in the article, saying
that no funds would be cut for fall
and spring semesters. Millett said
summer session funds would be 15
percent less than for a school converted to the quarter calendar. (
In recent years, however,
Akron and Kent State universities
have converted to the semester
calendar. (Kent State, in 1966,
already was on a quarter calendar and was not affected by the
Regents' ruling.) Miami University, on a trimester calendar in
1966, also has converted to the
semester system.
Methods for these conversions
have been studied and, in some
cases, borrowed by the University's administration as it
prepares to join in the list of
semester schools.

Student benefits, major pro-semester argument
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter

Because of the financial
benefits, it may seem hard to
argue against it. The semester
calendar is on its way. And some
people ~ student and faculty - are
not very pleased about it.
But according to some of the
University's administrators, the
dissenters really don't have the
weaponry to argue against the
change — only the complaint
about the Board of Trustees mak-

ing the decision during the summer. The decision was made at a
difficult time, the administrators
admit, but it had to be done.
Using a report an ad hoc committee In 1980, which recommended the calendar change, and more
recent reports showing financial
savings under the semester
system, the board recommended
"that the interim president . . .
set in motion the process and
guidelines for conversion to an
early semester calendar so that
such calendar is fully operational

beginning fall semester, 1982."
ACCORDING to the ad hoc committee's report, the major argument in favor of adopting a
semester calendar centers on
academic advantages. The committee listed 10 academic
arguments, including: more
uninterrupted time for student
learning, resulting in increased
opportunity for more in-depth
study, reflection and application;
more teaching methods can be incorporated into the course; more

SGA asks for voice
in new constitution
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

The right of students to have a
vote in faculty decision making
bodies was a major topic of
discussion when faculty members
and administrators met with the
Student Body Constitution Steering Committee members to
discuss the new constitution on
Friday.
Donald Ragusa, dean of
students, said part of the document giving students the right to
have a voice in "all decisions concerning financial, academic, and
social affairs involving the
general welfare of the student
Body." gives students privileges
that faculty members do not have.
RON STONER, a member of
the Faculty Senate, said he was
worried about student voice in
decisions traditionally made by
faculty, such as tenure. He said
small faculty committees like the
tenure committee could be overrepresented by students.
SGA members cannot
understand why faculty members
are upset about student representation on these groups, Dave
Anderson, public affairs coordinator for the steering committee, later said.
"Every committee that a student sits on, they're out numbered
by faculty, "he said.

Weather

Dana Kortokrax, acting president of the student body, said
students should be allowed to
serve on the tenure board because
tenure does affect student
welfare.
• LUDD also stressed the fact
that lack of communication
between students and faculty
could create a bad reputation for
the University.
Final revisions of the constitution were made Thursday
before the document was discussed with faculty and administrators.
A major change was the creation of a selection committee
made up of four members of the
legislative branch to nominate
persons to the president's cabinet
before the president chooses those
persons. Originally the president
simply chose the cabinet without
nominations.
The General
Assembly must approve these
cabinet members by a two-thirds
majority vote.
The new constitution calls for a
unicameral student government
with a General. Assembly consisting of members from three
Sroups; representatives from stuent organizations, at-large
representatives and district
representatives on and off campus.
cont'd, on page 6
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sustained student-faculty relationships can be developed; student retention is increased; and
less emphasis on final exams.
The committee also reported
that the semester calendar is
"mpre efficient in terms of
mechanics. "This involves one
less registration and classroom
scheduling period.
These reductions are a major
portion of a $35,000 annual savings, according to figures for
records and registration, financial aid and student employment,

bursar, housing and library same total, students will save
released by the acting provost's money by having to buy books and
register one less time.
office on Sept. 15.
Some arguments against the
THE COST of converting the semester calendar listed by the ad
University to semesters, hoc committee include: less
estimated by the ad hoc commit- variety at courses may be taken;
tee at $386,900, was found to be less frequent scheduling gives
strongly overestimated, accor- students less program flexibility;
ding to the provost's memoran- students must concentrate on
dum. The revised figures for the more courses during a term; less
conversion are projected between ease of re-entry into college and
$30,000 and $45,000.
change of majors; failing grades
Although student fees will be may he damaging and will take
adjusted to accommodate the longer to make up for.

Ferrari plans to ease financial squeeze
by David Sigworth
News Staff reporter

The package has been opened.
Snowing that he intends to stick
to his theme of "not conducting
business as usual," Interim President Dr. Michael Ferrari outlined
ten steps to help ease the University's financial strain in his
speech to faculty and contract
staff Monday.
In the "State of the University" speech, Ferrari said the
strain — the worst in the University's 71-year history — has not
.developed because of a lack of
competence at the University but
because of the troubled state
economy.
THE UNIVERSITY successfully met the financial challenges it
confronted last year, he said, by
spreading the burden.
"No single segment of the
University was asked to bear the
total burden of budget savings,
and none was spared in contributing to the total goal," he
said.
But, he warned, the budgetary
problems did not end with the end
of the fiscal year.State support is
lower than it was two years ago,
Ferrari said, citing figures of
$1,520 per student in 1979-80 down
to $1,102 this year.
Thus, the University's 1981-82
budget anticipates expenses to exceed revenues by at least $1.3
million, he said.

"IT MAY BE that things will
get somewhat worse before they
get better and actions out of Columbus in the next month or so will
be the first signal of whether we
have yet hit bottom," he said.
Ferrari said although Gov.
James Rhodes' budget statement
on Sept. 8 was encouraging, "we
are mindful that legislative
leaders are cautioning against
any quick adoption of either the
goyernor's proposal or an alternate compromise for this fall."
"We do not have the luxury to
wait out the current storm," Ferrari told the staff members filling
the Grand Ballroom. "We can not
sit by, hoping for a sudden change
in public opinion or legislative action."
Thus, the University's "most
Eressing agenda for 1981-82" will
e to try to weather the storm on
its own, he said.
"I AM NOT calling for a plan to
deal with a condition of financial
exigency that I trust the
legislature will not cause," he
said. "I am urging that we move
more boldly to attract outside support and to initiate even more efficient and effective ways of conducting the essential work of the
University."
Ferrari then proposed ten highpriority directions for planning
and action:
1) The extension of efforts to
consolidate and reorganize programs and offices that provide
cont'd, on page 4
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Tom Attig listens to Dr. Ferrari's message to the faculty.

Further Falcon
Frustration
Page 9
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Opposition against
change not issue

The Ohio Board of Regent's intention in 1966 of converting all state-supported colleges to the quarter
system by the 1968-69 school year brought stern opposition
by the BGSU chapter of the American Association of
University Professors and the Faculty Senate.
Why? Both groups cited its reason for opposition as a
lack of regard to faculty opinion by the Regents Board. R
seems that several faculty in 1981 are voicing similar concerns about the University Board of Trustees recent approval of converting back to a semester system.
Some faculty members are upset that a decision was
made this summer when most of the faculty were not present to voice opinions. The News supports the faculty in
that its opinions were not taken into consideration in the
decision, especially since the Academic Council opposed
the conversion 14-7 last year.
But the pros and cons of a early semester calendar probably could be futilely debated. Some say the costs savings, one of the strongest reasons for the calendar switch,
will be beneficial but only several years down the road. R is
right now that our deficit budget looms over our heads.
The conversion process will not be easy, just as it was not
when the University switched to a quarter system in 1968.
Changing after 14 years now only seems to invite heavier
work loads and more headaches to an institution that
already has its share of money problems.
But the trustees have made a decision and laboring over
whether it is right or wrong only will make the conversion
process more difficult. The News is confident that faculty,
students and administration can work together and ease
the transition.
And change is not always for the worse.

Just savor all the
good things in life
Focus
by Dave Sigworth
Slid Reporter

Well, here we are.
The summer is receding as fast
as Terry Bradshaw's hairline. As
September rolled around we all
started counting the days before
the big move back to Bowling
Green, right?
The summer job was okay bu»
it's going to be good to be back to
the college world: the friends, the
freedom, the beer, the parties.
A few weeks ago, my neighbor,
who is a sophomore in high school,
asked me to help him with his
math homework. I did and he
thanked me. But, after having my
mind on the back burner for most
of the summer, I wanted to keep
going.

Focus
by Janet Lecorchick
Unlvtr jily Student

methods and are not quite
satisfied, there is still hope,
although it involves a somewhat
uncanny and sometimes costly
method of mail recruiting. You
could open up a new bank account, therefore receiving monthly statements. A GTE billing
number would assure you of monthly bills, as would a LaSalle's
student credit card.

Sometimes there's book of
stamps enclosed or, if you're a response.
notoriously lazy letter-writer, you
My advice to you is this:
may find a self-addressed,
stamped envelope for your conve- overlook no one-write your
The government would be more
nience and your parents' peace of cousins (each and every one if than willing to send you inforyou're serious), neighbors, people mative pamphlets on many
mind.
who you worked with during the

If you're the last to leave home, summer, and old high school
your mailbox should be regularly friends. Remember, of course,
fed. Mom seems to have all this that those who've gone away to
extra time now that you're fading different colleges are especially
your own socks and frequenting good prospects since they're
the cafeteria instead of sneaking usually as desperate for mail as
the last of the lasagna away from you are.
Dad. And she intends to continue
If you've exhausted these
to watch closely over you whether
or not you're 110 miles away.

°-f

Many stores offer you an opportunity to be on a mailing list so
they may inform you of sales,
etcetera. Make it a habit to sign
up for these. At the same time,
start requesting and purchasing
from mail-order catalogs. Join
Columbia House.
Dig out your extra high school
wallet-size pictures and start
answering those personals which
begin: "Sincere male interested
in meeting fun-loving female, 1830."

varied subjects, available simply
at your request. You could cut
Or write a convict who gets
every free mail-away sample even less mail than you do. Their
coupon out of magazines and start social life may not be much to
collecting miniture bottles of speak of and they probably won't
shampoo. Subscribing to the send you neatly crayoned pictures
magazine itself would guarantee like your 8-year-old cousin does,
mail, especially if it was a weekly but their spelling should be better
and you won't get a bill.
publication.
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She'll send letters that begin
with the weather, include
newspaper clippings of anyone
who you might Know or at least
have heard of, and question your
health regularly. If you were sent
away to school with a surplus of
daily vitamins, you may just get
daily letters to make sure you're
still taking them and eating well
besides.
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Not all parents, however, are so
dedicated Some need prodding.
Some have to be told outright that
a package would be nice. Hinting
may work: "And, Mom, it was
great! Nancy got a package from
her parents. Chocolate chip
cookies and posters and a new
photo album with pictures of the
whole family in it. Aren't they
sweethearts? Everyone's so
jealous."

Problem-itis plagues America
Focus

• Bruce Springsteen has stop
ped touring, so I can cease making mad dashes across the
Midwest, spending large sums of
money on tickets and gas.
• But I can still see Bruce this
fall when UAO shows "No
Nukes."
• I haven't been drafted.
• No medflies have infested my
plants.
• Carbonation is still readily
available in many forms.
• I still haven't bought, nor
received as a gift, anything with
an alligator on it.
• Callipygous girls.
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unique ability to turn absolutely
anything into A Problem. We then
quickly award research grants to
study The Problem until it grows,
in direct proportion to the ft nding, into Epidemic Proportions.
Frankly, I don't know why we
are such eager mis-alchemists,
why we analyze even the misfortunes of our good fortune. Maybe
it's just our way of warding off the
evil eye. Or maybe we are just
searching for raw material to
keep expanding the business of
problem-solving.
I think especially of what we've
done to the basics, like food or
sex. The moment they become
easier to get, they become harder
to enjoy.
The average American middleclass family, having solved the
problem of getting enough to eat,
is immediately immersed in the

[iroblem of eating too much. In the
and of plenty, the dieting experts
rule from Beverly Hills to
Scarsdale, and dieting researchers reign from obesity to
anoretic.
That's nothing compared to
what we've done to sex. No sooner
did we get permission to think of
sex as a natural function, than
somebody started studying
whether we were having enough
pleasure, too much pleasure, the
right sort of pleasure.
This whole discussion of the problem with problems comes from
my discovery in Glamour
magazine of yet another sexual
syndrome with all the earmarks
of becoming a hit. Ready or not,

believe it or not, here conies "Sex- anyone hospitalized from sex
ual Anorexia."
starvation since the 1950's when
"Just as the food anoretic rejects food," explains the author
seriously, "the sexual anoretic rejects sex." Faster than you can
say "instant communications,"
the news was broadcast by the
New York Post under a
quintessential Post headline,
"35% of WOMEN SEX STARVED"
I will promise you that "sexual
anorexia" is soon to be a Syndrome in Your City, a Major Problem making the circuit from
People magazine to Donohue.
Now I haven't personally seen

DOONESBURY

Natalie Wood was driven loony in
"Splendor in the Grass." Then
they were worried about frustration, and now they're worried
about rejection. You will note,
however, that they were always
worried.
The recent history of sex in
America is really a history of
problem-itis.
The only progress I see in all
this is that we ve increased the
speed and ease with which we
begat problems. Did you ever
think that maybe it's time we
went back to the Original Sindrome?

by Garry Trudeau
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It's been said that college is an
ivory tower. The isolation, at first,
is almost absolute. Sometimes
your only contact with the outside
world is written in a familiar
handwriting and ends "Love,
Mom." You live for these letters.

Your campaign for mail need
not end there. As experience has
shown, mail comes in ali kinds of
And it was bad enough that I shapes and sizes and under all
was going to have to go an extra sorts of different situations. It
quarter before qualifying to get never hurts to write to a variety of
kicked out into the real world. But people, i.e. everyone you know, in
now I have a semester system your search for letters of
growing in my path. Should I just
smile and go the extra semester,
opening the door to another internship? Or do I take the back
door, attending summer school
and graduating in August?
AND FEES are up.
And someone took the Galaxian
and Pac-Man games out of the
Union game room.
And my hermit crabs died.
But then I realized that it can't by Ellen Goodman
be that bad. The pros must Syndicated Columnist
outweigh the cons. So I sat down
and made up a list of things that
BOSTON-Sometimes I'm conare bright spots in my life. With
vinced that Americans have the
these, I can be optimistic:

"C'MON." I begged. "Let me
do next week's assignment^ too.
Please."
Anyway, the day finally came to
move myself and my humble
belongings into my new apartment.
And I really wasn't glad.
Maybe it's just that I'm experiencing an early case of the
senior blahs. I'm finally to the
point where if I have to stand in • M'A'S'H is still on at dinneranother line to receive a Universi- time.
ty service I may scream.
• Mint chocolate chip ice cream.
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Mail breaks down ivory tower
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Letters- KELLY

Last year women in major
cities across the country
demonstrated against the film
"Dressed to Kill". Returning to
campus yesterday, I was appalled
to see that the film will be UAO's
main feature this weekend. Personally, I plan to spend my dollar
elsewhere. I urge other women
and men concerned about
violence and exploitation to do the
•same.
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Judith Treesberg
English Department

/ DONT KNOk/ ww YOU
DON'T LIKE. THIS ROOM,
STACIL ITS A LOT
NICER THAN MINE /

by HATCHER A STEPANSKI
IT'S BIGGER THAN MINE,
AND 1 UH THIS COLOR,
AND THE DRAPES...
BUT THERE ARE STILL
SOME DISADVANTAGES. I

LIKE BEING JUST A TAD
CLOSE TV THE. BOY'S

DOM?
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Newsbriefs.

Faculty comments on semesters

New PR office announced

by Craig Hyde
New* staff reporter

The former publications, news and
photography services offices have merged to
become the Office of Public Relations. Clifton P.
Boutelle, who had directed the news service,
heads the re-organized office.
The office will oversee the University's public
relations efforts, including liaison with the news
media and publication of catalogs, posters,
brochures and bulletins.
The office is housed on the fifth and eighth
floors of the Administration Building.

Monitor now publishing weekly
The MONITOR will begin a weekly publication
schedule and will now include information
formerly printed in the University Bulletin. The
Green Sheet will publish every two weeks beginning Sept. 28.

BG log<
The Jewish Students Group is arranging for
rides from BG to religious services in Toledo.
Contact Nan or Bruce Heiser, 352-4719, in the
evenings until 10 p.m.
Auditions for The Collegiates, BGSU's Show
Choir, will be held from 4-11 p.m. today and
Thursday from 3:30-6 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. All auditioners
must have a vocal solo prepared.

INI 3

declined to vote.
business education, said he believes
The process of converting the As a result of the poll Ward said the quarter system is superior.
University to an early semester calen- Faculty Senate voted 41-19 to have no "We have to do it and we will," he
dar beginning next fall is already more discussion of a semester conver- said. "But we will lose courses and
underway Richard Ward, chairman of sion.
eventually we will lose students who
faculty senate, said.
will not have the variety they have
Ward said that although the decision WARD explained that the Board of with quarters."
to convert made by the University's Trustees' decision to convert was Dr. Cliff Brooks, professor of educaboard of trustees in June is irreversi- made through the use of its authority, tion, said he hasn't heard much reacble, many University faculty members and faculty consensus or approval was tion from his co-workers yet. He said
are upset because of the way the deci- not taken into consideration.
he has gone to school under both
He explained that former University systems and finds that quarters leave
sion was made.
Ward explained that semester con- President Hollis Moore Jr. was in less time for students to procrastinate.
version has been talked about for more favor of the conversion and had
than a year and said that an ad hoc discussed it with the Board of BROOKS said he prefers quarters to
committee had been formed to study Trustees.
semesters.
the feasibility of the conversion.
"The College of Arts and Sciences is Dr. Frank Baldanza, professor of
generally in favor, and the College of English and a representative to Facul•THE ORIGINAL report was for- Business is a bit less enthused, he ty Senate, also said he believes the
warded to the Academic Council, said. "But the College of Education has decision was handled in an unorthodox
which voted 14-7 to oppose the conver- just completed a total reworking of fashion.
sion," he said explaining that the their curriculum, and I don't think they
"I studied under it and argued for it
original report cited a $100,000 annual are too enthusiastic.''
all along."said Baldanza, who taught
"As in any situation of this nature, here before the state forced the
savings for the University.
"I imagine they didn't believe people are willing to work with it," he University to switch to quarters.
$100,000 was a significant amount of said. "They don't really have a choice. "It was done during the summer and
savings, especially when it will cost Most of the reactions I have heard mir- some find it interesting that the deciabout $400,000 for the conversion pro- ror the original vote to oppose. But I sion was made while most of the faculcess, "he said.
have heard some who are quietly ty were out of town, "he said.
Ward said when the study reached delighted because they want it."
Baldanza says that he believes the
Faculty Senate, a representative body
semester system is ideal for foriegn
of all faculty members, it decided to WARD SAID that regardless of per- language and English classes.
take a poll of all faculty members to sonal approval or disapproval of the
semester system, most faculty "IT IS GOOD in classes where the
see what the consensus would be.
Ward said the faculty was split by members expressed concern at the student is modifying behavior and abthirds at the end of the study with 267 in way it was handled.
sorbing skills," he explained. "You
favor, 266 against and about 260 who Dr. Donald Bright, professor of simply cannot do in 10 weeks what you

can do in a semester's time."
Baldanza also said the University
will save a great deal in administrative
money because many things that are
done three times a year now will only
be done twice.
"I think the University is bending
backwards to see that no student personally suffers during the conversion
process," he said. "It is the quality
that counts."
Dr.Dennis Lytle, associate professor
of business education, said he was
disturbed at the way the decision was
"thrown upon" the faculty, especially
since the faculty had voted to stay with
quarters.
"GIVEN the fact that it is here, I am
willing to work with it," he said. "On
one hand I prefer quarters. But the
change in curriculum and the restructuring of our course content may not
only be refreshing but perhaps in the
long run, more efficient.
Lytle says that much of the "fluff" in
curriculums may be eliminated
through condensing and combining
programs.
Lytle also said that regardless of his
personal opinion he also believes the
decision could have been handled differently.
"After they heard our voice, it was
as if they said regardless of what the
faculty says we're gonna go to
semesters."
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Beer & Wine
518 E. WOOSTER
Mon Sat io 10
Pnnnp 35? '444

The Black Swamp Boys
Friday, Sept 25-Saturday, Sept. 26
9:30-1:00a.m.
GOOD OLE FOOT-STOMPING,
TOETAPPIN, KNEE- SLAPPIN,
PICKINN'GRINNIN BLUE GRASS!
.

$1 Cover Charge

State Street at Wooster 353-8735

Student Recreation Center
FacultyStaff

Open House
Friday,September 25
6:00-10:00 p.m.
Door Prizes:
One Free Fall Quarter Membership
(Winner Must Be Present)
Drawing At 8:30 p.m.
Plus other popular items

LIST OF THINGS TO

□
□
□
□

Fun "Games'Swimming'Racquef ball'Plus More'
Bring the family and enjoy an evening of fun!

Polish
ORDER YOUR 1982 KEY
Call home for money
CALL FOR SENIOR PICTURE
APPOINTMENT
Pay parking tickets
Buy books

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
FALL QUARTER HOURS
Effective September 21- December 6
Center Hours: Mon-Thurs
Frl
Sat
Sun

7 30am Mid
7:30am-l0pm
9am- 10pm
9am-Mid

Pool Hours:
Cooper Pool: Mon Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

9am-2.5-10pm
9arrv2. 5-9pm
9am-9pm
Noon-10pm

Club Pool Mon-Fri
SatxSun

2pm-8pm
1pm-8pm
Under 7
5-8pm' 5.8pm*
5-8pm
5-Bpm"
9am-4prr i-4pm'

Family Plan: Mon-Thurs
Frl
SatxSun

CLOSED Nov 26. Dec 25. Jan 1.
•Club Pool Only

BREAK HOURS
Effective Nov 25,27-28, Dec 12-23,26-30, and Jan 2-3
Center Hours:
Cooper Pool
Club Pool
Family Plan:
Under 7:

Noon-9pm
Noon-2pm, 5-8 pm
2-5pm
Noon-9pm
2-5pm-

SHORTENED HOURS
Nov 24 (close at 9pm)
Dec 24 X 31 (noon-4pm|
FINALS WEEK HOURS
Effective Dec 7-11
Center Hours:
Cooper Hours:
Club Pool:
Family Plan:
Under 7:

9am-10pm
9am-2pm. 5-9pm
2-8pm
5-8pm
*8om-

Don't forget to make your appointment for senior pictures. If you graduate between December 1981 and
August 1982, you qualify. Just call 372-0086 for an appointment. Pictures will be taken October 12 through
November 13. And don't forget to order your 1982 KEY,
Bowling Green's award winning yearbook, too.

'
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Ferrari plans.
duplicative services.
2) A 10 percent reduction of
general administration dosts over
the next three years.
3) The minimization of course
duplication during the implementation of the semester calendar.
4) The extension of efforts to
facilitate the sharing of library
holdings and resources with the
University of Toledo.
5) The continued quality care of

from pag« 1

greater economy of those operations.
8) A request that the Director of
Athletics, in consultation with the
coaches and the University Intercollegiate Athletics Committee,
develop a three-year plan that will
reduce costs and provide a
smaller but high quality intercollegiate athletic program.
9) The appointment oi a committee to review and make recom-

the University's physical plant
and grounds, and increased performance within the constraints
of the civil service system.
6) New approaches that will
help the University cut electrical
consumption by at least 10 percent over the next three years.
7) The assessment of the
climate of student life and recommendations for improving the
quality of' services, as well as

Records

r
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FIND YOURSELF

ARE CHEAPER AT

IN ONE OF THE LARGEST ELECTRONIC
STUDIOS IN THE MIDWEST
ELECTRONIC MUSIC
MUCH424 SECTION NO. 2310

THE SOURCE
For All Your Personal
And Gift Giving Needs

mendations concerning detailed
enrollment, staffing and
budgetary information.
10) The conclusion of "the
most ambitious" fund-raising
campaign in the University's
history by 1985 — the University's
75th anniversary.
Ferrari admitted that these
directions may be "overly ambitious." But, he said, "1981-82 is
precisely the time to gain control
over our destiny.

OPEN TO ANY UNIVERSITY STUDENT!
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List forms available
for off-campus phones
Off-campus students wanting
their phone nuumbers listed in
the University directory this
year must fill out a form to be
turned into the University
Publications by Sept. 28.
The forms will be attached on
the back of the temporary
directories which will be
available beginning Monday,

Sept. 21. Deborah Weiser,
editor of University Publications, said.
She added that last year an
error in the computer program
used for producing the directory left the phone numbers of
many students unlisted, including those persons who turned in their forms on time.

The Best Things in Life are FREE
always clean
Try a Free 70c Wash
at

Kirks Coin Laundry
709 S. Main
on
Sept. 23 & 24 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
with this ad

always open

518 E Woosler
Mon Sal 10 10
Pnone 35? ?iM

LOCAL OFF-OWUS ADDRESS NOTIFICATION FORM
FOR BGSU TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
THIS FORM IS TO REPORT THE LOCAL OFF-CAMPUS ADDRESS TO BE LISTED IN THE

BGSU

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY.

PLEASE FILL THE FORM OUT COMPLETELY AND CAREFULLY TO AVOID MISTAKES IN THE LISTING.
ANY OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT WM0 DOES NOT RETURN THIS FORM MIA HAVE A BLANK (OR POSSIBLY AN OLD ADDRESSL
IN THE LOCAL ADDRESS AREA IN THE DIRECTORY.
TO THE LISTED DROP POINTS:

THE FORM MUST BE RETURNED PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 28, 1981

UNIVERSITY UNION INFORMATION DESK, OMITER CENTER, BOOKSTORE. LIBRARY

CIRCULATION DESK, AND HOUSING OFFICE.
IF YOUR GRADES HAVE BEEN SENT TO AN INCORRECT ADDRESS, FILL OUT AN ADDRESS CHANGE FORM IN THE
OFFICE OF REGISTRATION AND RECORDS.

OFf-CAMPUS LOCAL ADDRESS

PtVUt pu.nl
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SOCIAL SECURITY NIMBER

STUDENT NAME_
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ADDRESS (MUST FIT ON THE ALLOWED SPACES)
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CITY,STATE n- •■
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ZIP CODE l.-H

I II 11 91-1 I 1

AREA CODE

Phone

_flZ_

PHONE #
"^H^H^K^X^H^V^X^X^X^X^K^-.*,

CHECK WITH US FIRST
<&
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We're never satisfied until you are

& 15%6ff ^
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Any purchase with valid student's I.D.
LEVI'S • LEE'S * BOOTS * HATS

Levis

Hunhngron
Banks

The outpost western store
Corner of Clough / Main
Hours M-F 10-8
SAT 10-6

Lee

■

sale expires Oct. 10

354-1404
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Fundamentals

Preparation. Getting the fundamentals down is the most important element in getting the marching
band ready for another season.

"No matter what you're doing, if
you want to do it well, you have to
have preparation," Barry Kopetz,
director of the University marching
band, said.
Preparation for the marching band
means long hours of marching and
playing long before the football
season begins.
"WE START early to learn the
basics of marching, keeping the

knees high and the toes pointed,"
Mike Sass, drum major, said. "During fundamentals week, we march
and play a minimum of five hours a
day for an entire week."
Kopetz's season begins even
earlier.
"I need a month before the season
set aside for nothing but planning,"
Kopetz said. "And evert that's not
enough, really. It takes an incredible
amount of time."

KOPETZ SAID he selects about 300
tunes the marching band might have
to learn for the marching season.
"Then I lay out the tunes we will

use - which ones would be good to
open a show, which ones would be
good to close a show with, which ones
might fit into a certain theme. And I
select them for a variety of time
periods and styles.''
Hours of planning goes into the
band's drills as well, he said.
MARCHING IS strenuous, Sass
said, and before the band begins marching, they have to warm up and
stretch out.
The members of the band are under
pressure during fundamentals week,
Sass said, since there is much to be
learned in a short amount of time.

The members of the band also are
watched closely to determine who
might have to be cut. And cuts are a
reality that must be faced.
"It's tough, but there are only so
many slots in the band. And we have a
lot of high-quality people out this
year," Sass said.
"If you're a super player and marcher but have a lousy attitude, you're
gone before the first whistle," Kopetz
said. "We want people who really
want to be here. There should be a
certain amount of quality in a band. If
you're going to do it, you might as
well do it right."
Band Director , Barry Kopetz watches
the fundamentals marching drill.

Mike Sasse, sophomore drum major leads the stretching exercises during fundamentals last week.

Kris Preuger, a junior baritone hom player stands at attention during a fundamentals marching drill.

photos by Dean Koepfler
story by Dave Whitman

Squad leader Laurel Day (center), a senior trumpet player seems miffed at the different Interpretations
of the same stance by freshman Andy Sponsler (left) and sophomore Carol Badgett (right).
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Revised housing commission to advise Council
by Davs Whitman
Newt staff rsportor

Jones said. "It looks like you're
doing something."
Jones said the housing commission now functions as an advisory
board which recommends procedure to Council.
"The members of the housing
commission have no power to
pass legislation," Jones said.
"For instance, the commission
said the city should adopt a new
housing code ... but Council
voted6-1 not to."
John Quinn, chairman of the
housing commission, said he
favored the size increase.
"What Council adopted was
what I proposed," he said. "I
wanted a majority of the
members to be from the east side
(of Bowling Green)."

Bowling Green's housing commission was revised and expanded from five to seven members
when an ordinance introduced
earlier this year was brought
from the table and passed by City
Council two weeks ago.
The ordinance was passed 6-1,
with Councilman-at-Large
Wendell Jones casting the one
dissenting vote.
Jones said yesterday he opposed increasing the size of the commission because "there is no point
in making the commission bigger
and bigger."
Calling Council's actions
"cosmetic," Jones said increasing the size of the commission
deceives the public into believing MOST off-campus student housCouncil is doing something to face ing lies in the east end of the city.
The commission now has a
housing problems in the city.
clear-cut set of goals and duties,
"IF WE HAVE a problem, it's Quinn said, something which it
easy to increase the committee lacked before.
presently handling the problem," Those goals and duties

established the housing commission as an advisory board designed to promote the improvement of
housing standards, facilities and
practices; make the commission
responsible for providing the
public with up-to-date information
on Fair Housing laws and practices; establish the housing commission as a direct liaison with

SGA

It also creates an executive,
legislative and judicial branch, incorporating Student Court and the
Student Arbitration Board into
SGA.
ORGANIZATIONS wanting a
seat in the General Assembly
must present a petition to the student body president proving they
represent a substantial number of
students at the University.
SGA will review each petition
and select the groups that will

835 HIGH ST.-RENTALOFFICE

WE CORDIALLY
INVITE YOU TO
WORSHIP
WITH US.

9:00-4:30

APARTMENT COMPLEXES
•
•
•
•
•

Haven House
Piedmont April - Ml * High St.
Blrchwood Place-650 Sixth St.
Maple Grove-818 Seventh St.
Small Bldgs. -Between 6th & 7th St.

•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
2 Bedroom-Furnished
Gas Heat & Air-Conditioning
Laundry Area in Each Building
Tenants Pay Electric Only
Lots of Closet Space

SPECIAL FEATURES
• All residents have use of year round pool
with large game party room, kitchen, huge
fireplace. Ping pong, pool table, pin ball
machines.

&
&
A

b

CHARIS
COMMUNITY
SUNDAY 9:30 a.m.

PROUTCHAPEL
BQSU
Sermon-Cod's Kingdom in the '80s.

OTHER RENTALS
Houses, efficiencies, 1 bdrm.
Furnished a Unfurnished

have seats on the General
Assembly. These groups will hold
a seat for two years before they
must re-petition.
Organizational, at-large and
district representatives will all
have 33.3 percent of the prescribed number of seats in the General
Assembly.
This prescribed number, which
is currently 30, will appear on the
by-laws of the constitution, Anderson said.
He said by keeping it in the by-

laws it will "be easier to change which speakers and events are
when the University population planned to help promote the conchanges."
stitution. Elections will take
place during that week.
THE DOCUMENT will be
The steering committee was
presented to the student body for originally formed last spring, and
approval sometime during the a summer Student Govermment
quarter. If the students accept Association worked on preparing
the constitution it will then go the constitution during summer
before the Board of Trustees for school.
approval.
The committee will have an
open meeting on Thursday at 2
PART OF the presentation will p.m. to discuss promotion of the
be Student's Rights Week, during constitution.
WELCOME
BACK

Welcome Back
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
freshmen, We hope you'l
enjoy our town

The Air Force Nurse
Placement Team would
like to take this time to
wish yoiha happy and
successful school year.
We are looking forward
to talking to nursing
students about the many
opportunities in the Air
Force. A 5-month Internship program. 30 days
vacation with pay,
unlimited paid sick
leave, excellent salary,
travel, great educational
opportunities, to name
just a few. We will be
on campus periodically
throughout the school
year, however, feel free
to call:

BRINTTHISTDITTFOR:
20% OFF EVERYTHING IN THE
STORE
SHOES 15% OFF
• Adidas
• Converse
• Brooks

• Jaclar
• Nike
• Riddel

THE LOCKER ROOM

(216) 522-4325
COLLECT

SPORTING GOODS
For more information
call 352-8483

112 S. Main

BX

AIN'T

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 EAST WOOSTER - across from founder*

353-7732

TYPING SERVICES

'^S
•RESUMES
•DATA SHEETS
•FLYERS ft
POSTERS
•BUSINESS
CARDS
•RESEARCH
PAPERS
'WEDDING
INVITATIONS
•THESIS -FORMS

Summer Hours:
Mon.Frl. 9:30-5:30
Sat. 9-5

352-4068
U7'/i E. Court

NO

REASON

TOGO ANYPLACE ELSE.
We are currently accepting applications for part time employment.

Stop in and Choose from a
Large Selection of
AND USED TEXTS
FREE MANILLA FOLDER FOR
SBX CUSTOMERS

Capl. lack McCord, RN
Sgt. Keith Vencel

THE
COPTSHOP
PRINTING &

WENDY'S HAMBURGERS
ARE FRESH NOT FROZEN.

WISHES TO EXTEND
A WARM WELCOME
ALL NEW AND
RETURNING STUDENTS
—GOOD LUCKIN THE
COMING SCHOOL YEAR

,

problems in cooperation with all side of the city, where most of the
of the above individuals, groups student housing problems are.
and City Council.
Ng said he thought the increase
would make it easier for the housCOUNCILMAN Patrick Ng said ing commission to reach a
he originally wanted each quorum.
member of the commission to be
Roger Weaver and Mike
from a designated ward of the ci- Grayson are the two students apty, with a majority of the pointed by the mayor to the housmembers coming from the east ing commission.

from P^i.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO
PHONE 352-9378

the Wood County Health Department, Student Consumer Union,
Bowling Green Rental Housing
Association and to function as a
focal point where problems
related to housing might be solved
with a spirit of cooperation.
The commission functions not
as a board of appeals, but as a
facilitator of solutions to housing

1504 WOOSTER AVE.
BOWLING GREEN

y................
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I
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FREE
SINGLE
HAMBURGER

WHEN YOU BUY ANY
SANDWICH.
Good .it participating Wendy's
Not valid witfi any other offer.
Please present coupon
when ordering
Offe* expires: October 31. 1961
'1 fefVM ,<nd liwtMln OflN

VWs0

BUY ONE SINGLE,
■GET REGULAR FRIES
FREE.
Not valid with any other offer
Please present coupon
when ordering
Good at participating WendyV
| Offer expires: October 31 1981
I
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Fall sees new look for dorms
The third and fourth floors of
Founders have yet to be completed, he said, therefore the painting will have to take place
sometime this year while the
residents are occupying the
rooms.

by Mart* Cisterino
News staff reporter

Buildings including Kreischer,
Harshman, Kohl and Rodgers had
new speakers installed for their
public address systems and new
emergency lights were placed in
some of the sorority houses,
McDonald Quadrangle, Conklin
and Rodger's.

Renovations to most on-campus
housing facilities were completed
over the summer, but some
students living in dormitories that
need repairs should be prepared
THE ENTIRE inside of Compfor the possible arrival of painters ton and Darrow will most likely be
Pogan said all of the doors in the
sometime this year.
painted next year, he added.
Sigma Phi Epsilon and the Phi
Kappa Tau fraternities were
replaced.'
According to Keith Pogan,
The
only
major
renovation
was
assistant director of technical
support services, the ceilings and the enlargement of the office at
Funding for all of the summer
closets of Founders, Kreischer- the Rodgers Quadrangle, moving renovations
and improvements
Compton and Kreischer-Darrow the mailboxes closer to the office was
approved
by the Board of
for
better
service
to
the
students
were painted during the summer.
Trustees,
Pogan
said.
and to aid employees.

Housing overflow thing of past
by Maria Cisterino
News staff reporter

Overcrowded housing hassles in
the past will no doubt remain in
the minds of University students
who were squeezed out of a standard dorm room and into a lounge
or hotel.
But according to housing officials, the housing problem has
become just that - - a memory
Fayetta Paulsen, associate
dean of Residence Life, said no
student will be housed in a lounge
or other temporary quarters this
year because of successful enrollment guidelines instituted by administrators during the last fiscal
year.

GET A HEAD START
IN THE FIELD:

UNDER these guidelines, housing officials determined a set
number of housing spaces to allot
for the year ana when the
numbers were filled no more
students were admitted. Because
of this, Paulsen said the University mav not have to deal with overcrowded housing in the future.
About 8,060 spaces will be filled
fall quarter, Paulsen estimated,
adding that rooms in the greek
houses will also be occupied to
capacity.
ECONOMIC difficulties caused
by increased rent, transportation
and other costs have forced a considerable number of off-campus
students to seek dormitory housing this year. Once students move

off campus, they forfeit the rooms
the University guarantees for four
years.
Most of these students will remain on a waiting list until dormitory space is available,
Paulsen said, because new and
continuing students maintain first
priority.
Openings may come as early as
winter quarter, she said, but
assignments cannot be fulfilled
until any adjustments with new
and continuing residents have
been completed Dorm lounges or
other alternatives will not be used
to meet the increasing demand
from off-campus students, she added.

Home of the Resume Pros
Computer typesetting
'l3ht

• Business Major
• Communications Major

INC.

NEWSPAPER SALES
• Commission Paid
• Great Experience for Sales Careers|
106 University Hal
Jan Dorrance,
Advertising Manager

Over 120 typestyles available
'We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

'Complete Printing and Copying "Raised Print
' Plastic Laminating * Spiral Binding * Blue Prints
'Rubber Stamps 'Wedding Invitations
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
lllSouth Main St.,Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Sewing the Printing Needs of Students, Faculty and Staff of B.G.S.U.
in Quickprinting

Welcome Students

Bee Gee
Bookstore
(across from Harshman)

New & Used
Texts
Supplies &
Backpacks &
TShirts
First Week: Wed - Thur 8-8
Friday 8-5:30
Sat 9-5:00
Mon - Tues 9-8

Regular Hours:
Mon - Fri 9-5:30
Sat 9-5:00

• The M, Nm SpliMSir U. IMI

lake, Mote!

1982 KEY
Organizational Meeting

MR.
ENTERTAINER

We need: writers

Mobile Music Systems
big band • disco • polkas • rock
oldies • square dance • jazz • etc.

Of all the variety
of stores & services,
all within
walking distance.

Wedding Receptions. Dances.
Hush Parlies. Class Reumons_
Corporate Parlies, or any
other ev
, .

Photographers
Lab Techs
Typist
Salespeople
YOU!

.

Monday, September 28
310 Student Services

7:30p.m.
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Ask tor Danny

FREE

(419) 865-0347 days

EXTRA CHEESE

on any size pizza with one additional or more items
ASK for it when ordering

Let us be your

D^NSKIN

L
J .,
Free Delivery
IjJJJOpOllOa Oi COUDON PER °'Z!
352-5166

headquarters
for
Tights
Trunks
Leotards
Leg Warmers
Bathing Suits

G
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«H«SSm.30,mi
COUPON -.

00

$1 OFF
Any Large pizza with two or
more items

c

s

pEgP "°'

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PI22H

Expire Dec. 31,1981

352-5166

etc

s COUPON <

etc

1 FREE POP

etc

the purchase of any •moll
or large sub

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Atk For It When Ordering

pEg^ID*

Isi Block W o( McDonald Dorms

ntewn
iation

ONE COUPON PER ORDER
Expires Dec. 31,1981

COUPONS
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•
•
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10 Gal. Aquarium w/cover & light- $14.95
30 Gal. Aquarium w/cover & light- $39.95
40 Gal. Aquarium- $33.95
Hagen Aquaclear Jr. power filter- $ 9.95
Dynatlo 150 power filter- $14.95
Baby Grey Cockatiels$49.95
Albino or Pearly Cockatiels- $69.95
Baby Congo African Gray Parrots—$499.00
Tatramln Stapla Food-compare at $3.99 - Only $2.49,

3 FREE GOLDFISH
WITH THIS COUPON
LIMITONE COUPON
PER PERSON DURING SALE
SALE ENDS OCT. 11,1981

L

BET YOUR CRABS

J

AT THE PET EMPORIUM

•
^&^}*£iir FISH SALE
HERMIT CRABS OILY 99 *

' » THIP«T

«Mromw

(PIRANHAS NOT INCLUDED)

The Pet Emporium Features:
Aquariums from 2Vi to 220 gait.
-Tropical k Marina flah Including: Piranhas-Sharks
Stingrays-Snake Haada-Pacua
■Exotic birds from Parakeata * Flnchoa to Cockatooa * Macaws
-Reptile A small animal supplies

THE AREA'S MOST COMPLETE INVENTORY OF PETS AND PET SUPPLIES - IN STOCK
MNAtaCINCAVAIlAtLI

352-8459
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Sports.
Harter's field goal lifts Bobcats past Falcons
. by Jo* Manzar
asslatant sports editor

ATHENS-Denny Stolz stood in the lockerroom,
head down, disbelieving what had just happened to
his football team.
In a fashion strikingly similar to several of Bowling Green's games last season, the Falcons' had
just lost, 23-21, to Ohio University, last Saturday
OU's win gave the Bobcats a 1-0 Mid-American
Conference mark and evened their overall record
to 1-1. BG dropped to 0-2 on the season and 0-1 in the
MAC.
BG seemingly had the game won, until OU
quarterback Sammy Shon directed a six-play, 69yard drive in just 40 seconds to set up Ron
Harter's game-winning, 26-yard field goal with two
seconds remaining in the game.
THE KEY PLAY in the drive was a 39-yard pass
interference penalty on BG cornerback Bryan
Meek. It was the second time in the final 2:04 that
BG's secondary had been burned by long Shon to
Bobby Henton passes.
Harter's field goal offset BG's 60-yard touchdown
pass from Dayne Palsgrove to Shawn Potts and the
subsequent two-point conversion that had given the
Falcons a 21-20 lead with 42 seconds left.
"Nobody dies when you're only one point
behind,'' Stolz pointed out.

Nonetheless, things looked bleak for OU after
BG's lightning quick score.
"A lot of our people were down in the dumps,"
OU head coach Brian Burke said. "It didn't look
real good, you know? You're only human if you
don't get down a little bit."
THE BOBCATS looked anything but down,
however, when they took the field for the final 42
seconds. After the kickoff was returned to the OU
31, Shon quickly completed passes of 16 yards to
Mark Green and 12 yards to Lance Pickens to move
the ball into BG territory at the 41-yardline.
On the next play, Craig Valentine and Andre
Young sacked Shon for a six-yard loss.
"I thought that after that sack, we had it won,"
Stolz said.
But on the very next play, Meek was guilty of
pass interference to set up Harter's game-winner.
Just two minutes earlier, Shon lofted a pass down
the sideline for Henton that resulted in a 60-yard
TD to give the Bobcats their first lead of the game,
20-13. Though BG's Martin Bayless was called for
interference on the play, the Bobcats turned down
the penalty in favor of Henton's score.
"WE WERE IN A three-deep zone, which is exactly what we want to be in," Stolz said. "It wasn't
like they had found a weakness and were picking on
a certain defensive back. Meek got beat once and
Bayless got beat once."

Shortly thereafter, Taylor capped the short drive
BG was able to bounce back the first time its
secondary got burned. Palsgrove, who replaced with a four-yard jaunt to the endzone.
Greg Taylor late in the third quarter, hit Potts
TAYLOR COMPLETED eight of 11 passes for 83
across the middle, and Potts turned upfield for a yards before Palsgrove replaced him with 40
sprint to the goalpost.
seconds to go in the third quarter. Palsgrove was
"Potts is a fine receiver," Burke said. "But for four of nine for 81 yards and a touchdown.
them to take the ball all the way was absolutely
"Taylor was tired. He's recovering from three
amazing."
different injuries and he started to lose a little zip
Taylor came in for the two-point conversion and there in the third quarter, so we made the switch to
hit freshman tight end Mark Dowdell to give the Palsgrove," Stolz said.
Falcons the lead and an apparent lock on victory.
Both quarterbacks worked out of the shotgun of"The reason we went to Taylor was, if nobody fense much of the time, a new twist in BG's
was open,
we felt he could scramble better," Stolz playbook.
said. :'The critical thing there was that we didn't
have another tight end besides Dowdell, and we
OU DIDN'T NEED any new twists to help its
were still able to score. That was where we were passing offense. Shon completed 19 of 27 passes for
looking for a turn of events, and there it was."
298 yards and two touchdowns, including a 7-yard
THE FALCONS started the game with two tight toss to Shawn Silcott that tied the game, 13-13, early
ends, Dowdell and Brian Johnson. An injury to in the fourth quarter.
first-string tight end Dave Miller earlier in the
week had already sidelined him from the game.
But it was Shon's long bombs to Henton that
Johnson was then hurt during the game.
ultimately spelled defeat for the Falcons.
Both teams moved the ball well in the first half,
"He's the tallest guy out there," Burke said of the
but were unable to put it in the endzone. Field goals 6-4 Henton. "Sammy (Shon) could put the ball in
of 39 and 21 yards by BG's Gehad Youseff and of 23 his direction and hang it. Hopefully, we would have
and 28 yards by Harter made it 6-6 at the half.
a mismatch."
The game's first touchdown came when the
"We played well, we did about all I thought we
Falcons took advantage of an OU turnover. Oil's
do," Stolz said.
Sherman McBride fumbled a Jim Phelps punt and could
Except, of course, for winning.
Meek pounced on it at the Bobcat 28.

Countdown

i

(clockwise from lower right)

2:04
OU's Bobby Henton needs for
the goal line with the ball,
despite a pass interference call
on BG's Martin Bayless. The 60yard touchdown strike gave OU
the lead, 20-13.

:42

I

BG's Shawn Potts races for
the end zone after catching a
Dayne Palsgrove pass. The
touchdown and a successful
two-point conversion gave the
Falcons a 21-20 edge.

:06
BQ's Jac Tomasello finishes
off Henton, but seconds before
Bryan Meek was called for pass
Interference on the play. The 39yard penalty moved the ball to
the BG six and set up Ron
Harter's game-winning field
goal.

•taff photo* by Al Fuch.

Last-second loss all too familiar for BG gridders
ATHENS — Ever heard the
expression, "What a difference a
day makes?"
Well, for all of 40 seconds last
Saturday, Bowling Green's
football team may have been
thinking, "What a difference a
year makes."
The celebrating that followed
BG's go-ahead two-point
conversion last Saturday in
Athens was a sight for sore eyes
— these same eyes that had
witnessed the Falcons suffer
through last year's NCAA record
of five lost games by three points
or less.
Near mid-field, senior tricaptain and nose guard Craig
Valentine and sophomore
linebacker Dan Gregoire, two
survivors of last season's fiasco,
leapt and tumbled over one

Sideline
Chris Sherk
sports editor

another with boundless newfound energy.
ACROSS THE FIELD,
members of the BG coaching ■
staff were raising their arms in
sheer jubilation, while behind
them sat a stunned and deadly
quiet OU student body. Even the
oft-times obnoxious Bobcat
Marching Band was left listless.
And then there was Mark
Dowdell, the recipient of Greg
Taylor's lofted two-point
conversion pass, being hugged
and practically crushed bv his

spirited teammates in the end
zone. Dowdell, a freshman walkon from Akron who was unlisted
on BG's two-deep depth chart
before the game, was pressed into his starring role only after
all three tight ends ahead of him
at the season's outset were
sidelined with injuries.
Yet, as the final score
indicates, the celebration was a
bit pre-mature. OU's 23-21 MidAmerican Conference win just
added more coals to BG's
burning fire of frustration.
This was one of those rare
games after which it was simply
an injustice that there had to be
a loser. Because from the
>
opening kickoff to BG's last gasp
kickoff return there was no loser.
In the first half, the Bobcats
and Falcons wrestled for that
intangible advantage called

momentum. But the two evenlymatched teams just pushed and
shoved each other from one end
of the field to the other.
BG CAUGHT OU off guard
early on when it unveiled its
version of the shotgun offense,
one that made ample use of
quarterback Taylor's scrambling
ability. His keeper up the middle
on BG's first series gained nine
and made the Bobcats well
aware that the shotgun was not
merely used for passing
purposes.
However, OU's Sammy Shon,
probably the premier QB in the
conference right now, gave BG's
secondary fits late in the second
quarter with his near-perfect
execution of the two-minute
offense.
The Falcons may not have to

defend a more accurate passer
under pressure this season than
Shon. His uncanny ability to loft
an aerial to just the right spot 40
yards away was, in the end
result, what put an end to BG's
victory dance.
SHON'S DART to split end
Bobby Henton lifted OU on top,
20-13, with two minutes to go.
The pass reached Henton (some
30 yards downfield) in stride
and cleanly beat one of the best
defensive backs in the
conference, Martin Bayless.
In OU's decisive drive,
Shon's game-making rainbow
slowed up Henton just enough to
bump into BG's unaware and
obviously beaten Bryan Meek,
resulting in OU's pot of gold, a
Ron Harter three-point chip shot
from 26 yards out.

In final analysis, this game
should be remembered as being
much more significant than just
an addition to BG's loss column.
The Falcons found that they
could move the ball quite
capably against a defense that
allowed just 19 points to the Big
Ten's Minnesota the week
before.
Along with that, BG premiered
its newest offensive dimension,
an. in exciting one at that, in its
shotgun formation. Judging from
its debut, the shotgun should be a
bit more productive than last
year's large-scale offensive
experiment, the wishbone
backfield, scrapped after BG
started out 0-4.
Just what difference this week
makes remains to be seen. The
OU loss will be a hard one to
shake off quickly.
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BG wins 4th in row

Koury blanks WMU
for his 13th shutout
by Tracy Collins
News staff reporter

Western Michigan threw a few surprises at Bowling Green's soccer team in the first half of last Saturday's game, while closing down
the Falcons' potent offense. But Western also had troubles getting the
ball in the net, and when the game was over, the Broncos had become
BG's fourth consecutive shutout victim, 3-0.
The Broncos found out that there is more to the Falcons than a
strong attack, as junior goaltender Joe Koury recorded 10 saves in
posting his 13th career shutout, a new team record.
"We have fantastic backs this year, and they have really made my
Sb easy," Koury said. "Lenny (Connors), Charlie (Thomas), Mike
iller, Bart Market and Doug Stapleton really deserve a lot of credit."
KOURY TURNED IN a fine performance, not only coping with some
fine WMU shots, but with a gusting wind as well. The wind dictated
play more than either team was able to. Consequently, the team with
the wind at its back became the team on the attack.
The Broncos came out with a very physical performance in the first
half, using a collapsable defense to negate the Falcons' speed. The
Falcons were caught offsides on numerous occasions.
"We expected a drop-back defense from them, and they gave us just
the opposite," BG coach Gary Palmisano said. "We made an adjustment at half time, and it didn't really bother us from then on.
"They played a very physical game. Teams will sometimes play
more physical against another opponent who may be better, talentwise. We knew that we had the superior talent, on paper at least, going
into the game, but Western played very well.''
THOUGH THE BRONCOS played fine defense, mental lapses proved to be their downfall. BG senior co-captain Jim House set up the
Falcons' first goal with an alert in-pass to Neil Ridgway. The BG midfielder was breaking for the goal while WMU was still setting up for the
play. Ridgway was fouled, and tallied on the ensuing penalty Kick for
the only score of the half.
BG scored early in the second half on more alert play. Koury, using the wind to his advantage, booted a field-long punt which Don Popp
took away from two Bronco defenders. Popp easily scored into an open
net for his ninth goal of the season and then sat out the remainder of the
game.
From that point on, the game became a fierce defensive battle. WMU
constantly applied pressure on the Falcon defense, but each time the
BG defense rose to the occasion, led by some outstanding play by
sweeperback Thomas.
The Falcon offense also mounted some fine scoring opportunities,
backed by superb tackling by freshman Tod Johnson. But BG was
halted as well until sophomore back Mike Miller scored with 10:54 remaining in the contest. Bob Theophilus was credited with an sixth
assist on the play, his eighth point of the season.
"THIS WAS A very good game for the defense," Palmisano said.
"We should be able to control the flow more in a match. We are really
pleased to be 4-0, but at the same time, we realize that we are going to
nave to do a lot more work. From here on, the schedule gets a little
tougher."
The Falcons face a strong opponent tonight in Ohio Wesleyan, at
Delaware. BG has faced Ohio Wesleyan 11 times in the team's 16-year
history, with the series knotted at 4-4-3.
"Ohio Wesleyan will be a very strong test for us," Palmisano said.
"They are 6-0, and have knocked off some very good teams, like
Wheaton (defending NCAA Division III champions). We haven't
scored a goal off them in the last two seasons, so they will definitely be
tough."
The teams battled to a 0-0 tie in 1979, with the Falcons playing a man
down for most of the game, Palmisano said. In 1980, Ohio Wesleyan
won a tight defensive struggle, 1-0.
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over Western Michigan. The Falcons play at Ohio Wesleyan
tonight. The BG-Ohio Wesleyan series Is tied at 4-4-3.

Leading scorer Don Popp moved one point closer to BG's
all-time scoring record with this goal In last Saturday's 3-0 win

Women harriers seventh oil defeats BG for third time in 12 years
at Kentucky Invitational;
Lanciaux finishes ninth
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter

by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter

Bowling Green freshman JoAnn
Lanciaux, running in only her second college meet, placed ninth
last weekend among the 97 runners that participated in the Kentucky Invitational in Lexington.
Lanciaux covered the 3.1 mile
distance in a time of 18:25.9, the
fastest time ever run by a BG runner in the meet. The Falcons
finished seventh among the 12
teams that participated in the Invitational, compiling 148 team
points.
Junior Kathy Kaczor posted her
best time ever in the Invitational,
finishing 20th with a time of
18:48.9. Kaczor placed 24th in last
year's Invitational with a time of
19:26.3.
Purdue's Bernadette Madigan
of Great Britain, the meet's defending champion, finished first with
a time of 17:34. The Boilermakers
captured the team title with 44
points.
COACH SID SINK said prior to
the meet that the Falcons would
face some of their strongest opposition of the season. "Basically,
the teams that finished ahead of
us this year were the same teams
that finished ahead of us last
year," he said.
Tennessee placed second in the
meet with 77 points while host
Kentucky was third with 91 points.
Michigan, who defeated the
Falcons in a dual meet the week
before, was fourth with 112 points,
two points ahead of fifth place In-

diana. Ohio State, who did not
compete at Kentucky last year,
finished sixth with 145 points.
The Falcon runners outdistanced two Mid-American Conference
foes. Ohio University (247 points)
and Eastern Michigan (250) placed eighth and ninth, respect i vel v

"It's always nice to beat teams
that are from your own conference," Sink said. "We were
within 30 points of beating all of
the Big Ten teams, except for
Purdue. It would have been nice
if we could have beaten Ohio
State, since we finished so close to
them."

. While Bowling Green's football
team was out to amend last year's
loss to Ohio University last Saturday in Athens, the OU's mei.'s
cross country team was making
up for past misfortunes against
BG.
The Bobcats defeated the
Falcons for only the third time in
12 years, 20-35, as OU placed four
runners in the top five behind
BG's Chris Koehler's winning
time of 25:15.
Five Bobcat runners crossed
the finish line between Koehler
and seventh-place finisher Tim
Brennan, who clocked in at 26:08.
Freshman Dan Gruneigen and
sophomore Chris Los finished
eighth and ninth in the meet for
BG, posting times of 26:09 and
26:10, respectively. Sophomore
Scott Creel placed 10th with a
time of 26:11 behind Koehler's
winning time.
BG, now 1-2 on the season and
1-1 in the Mid-American Conference, lacked consistency in its
meet with OU, according to Coach
Mel Brodt.

FINISHING BEHIND Lanciaux
and Kaczor for BG were Terri
Gindlesberger, who placed 33rd in
19:13.8, Jodie Welly (40th,
19:31.7), and Rosalie Cocita (46th,
19:43.8).
The Falcons travel to Ypsilanti,
Mich, this weekend for the
Eastern Michigan Invitational.
Among other teams, the Falcons
will face Western Michigan, Cen"I THOUGHT maybe we could
tral Michigan and Eastern
Michigan, all of the Mid- break away early in the meet, but
American Conference, and we just couldn't keep up with
them (OU) in the middle posiMichigan State of the Big Ten. .
tions," Brodt said. "We need to
look for more consistency in our
Michigan State may be almost runners. Right now, we're just
unbeatable this weekend," Sink not running as well as we're
said. "They have a very strong capable."
Senior co-captain Holger Hille,
team this year and will be the
team to beat in the Invitational. who placed 12th with a time of
However, this weekend will give 21:13, echoed Brodt's comments
us a chance to look at some of the concerning the Falcons' perforconference teams and see how mance thus far in the young
season.
we'll place among them."

"We definitely didn't run well at BG, since the meet will cover a 6.2
OU last weekend," Hille com- mile distance instead of the normented. "A lot of the OU runners mal five mile course.
are from the Canton area, and
they practiced a lot together dur"MIAMI BEAT OU in their first
ing the summer. I think that has meet of the season by three
helped them turn their program points," Hille said. "The longer
around so far this year."
distance of the Miami course will
make this meet a little tougher for
Hille said defending MAC us since our first two meets
champion Western Michigan had covered five miles. Hopefully,
a similar slow start last year, so though, we'll be able to run better
there's still hope for a BG tur- this weekend than in our previous
naround this season. He added meets."
that the Falcons' meet this
Outside of Koehler's perforweekend against Miami, at Oxford, will be more challenging for mance, Brodt said he was excep-

"We're hoping to do better this
weekend against Miami," Brodt
said. "Koehler was the only
veteran runner we had that ran
well at Ohio U. Gruneigen also
turned in a strong performance
for his first meet, but we need
more runners placing near the top
in order for us to win."

Sports briefsi

Club Clips.

Anyone interested in trying out
for the women's gymnastics team
should attend a meeting today at
2:30p.m. in 200 Eppler North. For
further information, contact
Coach Charles Simpson at 3722525.

All entrants will receive Tshirts commemorating the event,
and a total of 60 trophies and
prizes will be awarded.
Entry blanks can be found
elsewhere in today's News.

Any male or female student interested in playing club soccer
should attend an organizational
meeting in 104 BA. at 8 p.m.
tomorrow night. For further information, call Mark Vinciguerra at
372-4739.

" Junior Mike Dzienny shot a
course record 31 on the back nine
of the University Golf Course,
Tuesday, in the first round of
Bowling Green's men's golf team
qualifer. The 1981 Toledo
Amateur champion holed out a
130-yard nine iron for an eagle
three on the 18th hole.

TOLEDO (AP) - The general
manager of the Toledo Sports
Arena is resigning to become
manager of the Nassau Coliseum,
Long Island, N.Y.
Gerald Francis, who has been
general manager of the Toledo
arena since 1972, also served as
general manager of the Toledo
Goaldiggers professional hockey
team last season.
The Nassau Coliseum is the
home of the New York Islanders
of the National Hockey League,
one of the parent clubs for the
Goaldiggers.
Francis said the New York
facility seats about 15,000 people
for hockey games and 17.000 lor
concerts
•

IM nOteS-

The Wood County . Heart
Association will sponsor a racquetball tournament, Oct. 14-18,
at the Bowling Green Racquet
Club. There will be four divisions
of competition in both men's and
women s singles, three divisions
in men's doubles and two divisions in women's doubles.

t

tionally pleased with the time
Gruneigen turned in at Ohio, the
freshman's first collegiate effort.
However, Brodt said he hopes that
Los and Hille will be able to improve on their times this weekend.

Entries for touch football, soccer, coed football and tennis are
available from hall directors,
fraternity athletic chairmen and
the IM office, 201 Memorial Hall.
Entries are due Tuesday, Sept. 29,
and play will begin Tuesday, Oct.
5.
Students interested in officiating touch football and soccer
for pay should contact the IM office hefore Wednesday, Sept. 30. A
meeting for all officials will be
held Wednesday, Sept. 30. at 4
p.m. in 202 Memorial Hall.
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BG women golfers
5th at Indiana State
by Keith Walther
News reporter

After a fine second-place finish at
the Michigan Invitational earlier
this month, Bowling Green's
women's golf team slipped to a fifthplace finish at the Indiana State Invitational last weekend in Terre
Haute.
The teams were playing on a tough
course, but Bonar said that that
should have been an aid, not a hindrance, to his team.
"The course was difficult but that
should have been somewhat of an
equalizer for usbecause most of the
teams' programs are ahead of ours.
However, I was pleased with some of
my players' performances —
especially Shelly Dye and Sally
Robinson," he said.
Dye posted a two-round total of
170, while Robinson carded a 171.
BG's other scores were Paula
LaNasa's 179. Tammy Hull's 181,

SERVICES OFFERED

Jean Kempf's 184 and Kathy
Cassese's 185.
BONAR SAID he was unsure
whether he would alter his lineup for
the Michigan State Invitational,
which begins tomorrow and winds
up on Saturday in East Lansing.
"I may make some changes, I
don't know," he said. "One thing is
for sure, though — we have to have a
super tournament effort to even
finish in the middle of the pack at
Michigan State. There are going to
be some tough golf teams present for
this one, so if don't play well, we will
get our drawers blown off."
"We're showing improvement in
our qualifying rounds each week. If
the players can pitch and putt well,
then I think we will have a good
showing," Bonar said. "We will be
shooting for third place — that would
be an outstanding performance. But
it will be tough. We'll just have to
keep our fingers crossed."

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m.- 10 p.m.

UNWANTED

Shampoo. Haircut A Blow Dry lo*
$10 SO al Lasaiies Hair in Sept 21Sept 2* Welcome back students1 352
MiS. 2nd IKKK. use your Lasaiies
chfptcwd.

1-800-438-8039

Mike mon«y in college, openings
available to* campus residents to sen
lop name audio and video components
Low costs, high piotits Wrtle lor complele inlo*maiion (o Southern Electronics Distributors 21M Mountain Induftnal Blvd . Tucke'. Georgia 30064 or
call toll free l-000-2*142TO ask lot Mr
Cudo.
PERSONALS
We make our own ireehkuriv tries Stop
by ano see ow» 13 fool irv Cornet Ktt
cr»*n
Welcome Sack Alpha Stg Lit Sis'! w.
love you' The Brothers
SlG EP BROTHERS Welcome back to
BOSU! Looking forward to a great
quarter1 We missed you1 Love, The
Goidenheans
_^^_
HAPPY HOURS EVERV NIGHT AT SUB
ME QUICK S 9 ASK ABOUT OUR TACO
1 NACHO SPECIALS 3S2-4M3 143 E
WOOSTER DELIVERY STARTS4:30.
Sunday evening Vespers A pm. United
Christian Fellowship Thurstm St al
Ridge

2 FOR 1 EVERY NIQMt AT SUB ME
QUICK S>t. ASK ABOUT OUR 5 FOOT
SUB CUT-UP
352*883
14S I.
WOOSTER. DELIVERY STARTS 4:30

ENTRY IIANK
AGE ON 10/1/81

WANTED
NEEDED M/F.leM.wl
Si. apt can mevs In
354 1*42

TMrtf
C4*

1F tosh—«2bdrm apt Call354-1291
Any students who use shampoo, conot
done' or make-up by Amway please can
362-2301.4-4) pm.

HYPNOSIS TO
HABITS, 362*777

IMPROVE

STUDY

CHp KMfcs ceupon totfey le* a Nee
laewl

Male rmmie needed. 8M *t 211 S
Enterprise 4 bdrm house excellent
location*
__^_______^____
1 or 2 male rmmtes need Wormtn plus
elec Call 352-6725
HELP WANTED

TO MY SPECIAL TMETA CHI: "
Sometimes my bite u worse than my
bark but I IUSI wanted you to know
there's always a place m my heart lor
you LOVE. YOUR LITTLE NYMPH

Babysmets) For lovable 2 year old
Mon thru Frl in my home Either one
sitter all day ll 30 lo * 00'>i or one sitter
m a m' s end one lor afternoons Call
352-2309 sHe* 4:00
War* to be a LINK COUNSELOR?
Now's your chance" Training begins
Ocl 12 ■• appiicatm deadline is Oct 7
Slop m at THE LINK 525 Pike Si or call
352 5387 lor more into

■US.PHONE

>-

SHIRT SIZE: S M

L

XL

(MEN'S SIZES)

2nel

DIVISION: 1st

(PLEASE NOTE MEN'S Ot WOMEN'S DIVISION)

HOMI CLUB, IP ANY
IP PLAYING DOUBLIS. NAME OP

OPPONENT
North Dakota
Michigan State
Lake Superior
Michigan State
Miami
Ferris State
Michigan
Ill-Chicago Circle
Ohio State
Michigan

EXCHANGE DATES
Oct. 12 & 13
Oct. 26 & 27
Nov. 9 & 10
Nov. 30, Dec. 1
Dec. 7 & 8
Jan. 11 & 12
Jan. 25 & 26
Feb. 1 & 2
Feb. 8 & 9
Feb. 22 & 23

Wright State
Morehead State
Denison University
Tri-State
Wisconsin-Superior
Central Michigan
Kent State
Toledo
Ball State
Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois
Miami

BASKETBALL
Nov. 23 & 24
Nov. 30, Dec. 1
Dec. 7 & 8
Dec. 7 &8
Dec. 7&8
Jan. 4&5
Jan. 7&8
Jan. 14 & 15
Jan. 21 & 22
Jan. 28 & 29
Feb. 8& 9
Feb. 15 & 16
Feb. 22 & 23

INT8V PIE: $1 5.00 ONI EVENT;$23.00 TWO EVENTS
PAYMENT INCLOSED $

,

MAKE ALL CHICKS PAYABLE TO: "WOOD COUNTY
HEART ASSOCIATION.

MAIL TO: WWUKG GttlN RAMJET ClUI
1111 HAW IKS 80.
BOWIIMG GBIIN. OHM 41483

I hereby, 'or myself, my heirs, executors and
admtnstrators, waive and release any and all
-ights and claims (or damages I may have against
BGRC. The United States Raquetball Association,
any tournament sponsors or advertisers, or tryir
respective agents, lor any or all injuries which
I may have suffered with my competition m said
tournament. I also acknowledge and agree to the
limitations and conditions of all tournament rules

SIGNATURI

•Clip & Save.

DATI

DOES YOUR GROUP
NEED MONEY?
THE FALCON FUN RUN CAN HELP!!!
B.G.S.U. ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
is Sponsoring The

FALCON FUN RUN
October 25 -11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
At B.G.S.U. Whittaker Track
II your sorority, Iralernily. club, group, team, dorm, or department needs
money, we can help. The FALCON FUN RUN Is an enjoyable way to support the
B.G.S.U. Athletic Program and raise funds tor your group at the same time.

ft fartW l»f»n— H— cell: Sere lr»w. BSSS AlMeHc leet. 371-14S1

ON
ALL TROPICAL
FISH
*OCK
'•I ' S AQUARIUMS » SUPPl l( S

Buy One Fish At Its Regular Price Get Its Mate For 1 c
i

>• i'

f

i

PLUS 10% OFF ALL AQUARIUM ACCESSORIES
ling tanks a
Within Walking Distance From Campus

DAVY JONES' LOCKER
PET SHOP
Sat Sun
178S. Main

354-1885

1978 Ford pickup 4-wh Ur, 1*75 750
Honda Beei otter call 655 2*08 aflat 4
Complete Zenith stereo system ind 2
riMkee A spks Lrke new' 287-4243
oocan

Re«n»'s Night Club Is avcce>p-

Help Wanted Gymnastic instructor and
coach, varied hrs weekdays alter 400
and some weekends Must be ••
perlenced Contact Cindy BBt-0192 or
marl resume to 2100 S HollandSyivaniaRd Maumee.Oh

FOR RENT
HELP: 2 bdrm. him. s#t- K» na«M IW
Slith 14 CeH JWn et 172-4*31
t F needed to sublet apt Own bdrm
ttlSfmch Call 383-4434
Unfurnished room avail for t or 2 persons Rent plus portions of utilities call
3634011 peraiafnttjf
_^___

Bar help wanted
Barmaid and
waitresses Eacei wages Apply al Mr
■Otengles 893 S Main

ting applications for waiters

Pi time e*p barn help lor small Arabtan horse farm. 632Q11

waitresses, bartenders 4 bar-

Bar help wanted Dallas V apply after 7

Need female students lo fill housed
and apis near campus Phone 3527385
Cheap rent 1330 per Olr plus utilities.
Furn apts Theta Chi House. 710 7th St
Apt 6 Phone 353-6411 ask for Jtm
Ai»*n* Good lima gunanleeO

maids. Please Mil 382-1876

LEARN SELF HYPNOSIS 3S2 8777
Can you find Klrfe's Coin laundry's
coupon In today's News'? Clip II for a
free weshl

btwn. 8pm • midnight

Waitresses wented Apply alter 5 in Ihe
evening at OallaaV

Welcome Back Alpha S.g LH1 Sle'l We
love yowl The Brothers.

SUB-ME-QUICK

Corner Kitchen hours
Tues Frt 7am-B30pm
Mon. & Sat 7am 3pm
Sun 9am-3pm
Sunday Bullet 11*2

ITALIAN SUBS

GRAND OPENING
• NEW STORE TOLEDO*
W BANCROFT

|h

HOCKEY
KOMI PHONIC

Coaster brake & speed bicycles t
•281
Salesman s sample sale
Missy
separates oy J G Hoc* Save 50% Frl
a Set 10am*pm IQBO Lyn IV)

2M rmiee Call 352-2W3.
Wanted Roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm apt. Call 352W.

ALL - SPORTS PASS
EXCHANGE DATES

RAOUETBALL TOURAMENT
OCT.14-i8.1981

Steaks - Seafood - Roastbeei
Corner Kllchen 1S3 S Matn

■Clip A Save■

vClip & Save —

WOOD COUNTY HURT ASSOCIATION

HYPNOSIS TO STOP
HABITS 352-4777

PLAYING DATE(S)
Oct. 16 & 17
Oct. 30
Nov. 13 & 14
Dec. 5
Dec. 18 & 19
Jan. 15 & 16
Jan. 30
Feb. 5 & 6
Feb. 12 & 13
Feb. 26

|S*

E£J li

3053 W BANCROFT

531-3663

352-4663

SUB-ME-QUICK

5'Sub Drawing
Sept 26

II
HELP US CELEBRATE OUR

"GRAND OPENING

in

TOLEDO!!!
* FREE COKE WITH SUB PURCHASE!!!

Dec. 2
Dec. 5
Dec.16
Dec. ,9
Dec.21
Jan. 9
Jan.13
Jan.20
Jan.27
Feb. 3
Feb. 13
Feb.20
Feb.27

* FREE PENS FOR FIRST 50 CUSTOMERS!!!
*FREEBALLONS!!!

• WIN GIFT CERTIFICATE

5'SUB
ENTRY BLANK
NAME
ADDRESS

For a 5ft. PARTY SUB!!!
purchase necessary)
OPEN
MONSAT 11:00 AM
SUN
4:30 PM

■Clip & Save i

HERE'S
YOUR
KEY
TO
THE
BAM

PLACE IN SOX AT EITHER
SUB ME QUICK LOCATION

LOCATIONS

LIMIT ONE ENTRY PER VISIT

*****

IT'S YOUR ABC CARD
Ready to open up a variety of Link
services ... banking convenience 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week ... your anytime
access to services of the MidAm ABC machine
at the STUDENT UNION right on campus.
GET AN APPLICATION TODAY FOR YOUR ABC CARD
The key to banking when you need it...
and easy to use as A ... B ... C.

Mid/Jm
Mid American
National BanH
ATKutCo.
"Th« Friendly Bank"

WITH 17 BANKING CENTERS TO SERVE YOU.

MwiWr F DI C

a n« ec News gipiiat ii 13. mi

RIDGE MANOR APTS,

ca»^
tor

. 519 Ridge St.
3 MAN 375.00 FURNISHED
4 MAN 425.00 FURNISHED

• Super Saver Fares
• Charters, Tours and Cruises
• Immediate Air and Rail
Ticketing
• Travelers Checks and Travel
/jflTlK
Insurance

803-815 8th St.

325.00 -elec. FURNISHED
285.00 —elec. UNFURNISHED

XJuCV 414 E. Wooeter. B.G.

Maurer-Green Rentals

TRAVEL
362-6276
CENTER
"Free Service to Everyone"

224 E. Wooster
35241717
Meadowview Court Apartments
214 N a poison Road
Fall Lsasss

WELCOMES BAG! ALL

APPLICATIONS
SIDEDOOR

FOR

NOW AVA^BLE
Furnished ft unfumised efficiencies - 1
ft 2 bedroom apartments. Air
conditioning available. Landlord pays
gas.

TOUR SPORTIM MODS HEADQUARTERS

BACKPAGES &

ENTERTAINMENT
DIRECTOR
are now available in the
UAO Office, 3rd Floor Union

Swimming pool, sauna, game room,
party room.
Mon.-Frl.
Models
9-12-a.m.
Available
1-5 p.m.

BOOKBAftS r....
MASTER BIKE LOCKS
FULL LINE RACQUETBALL
FULL LINE RUNNING & COURT
SHOES BY BROOKS, CONVERSE
NIKE, PUMA, ADIDAS
• BOXING EQUIPMENT
• TEAMWEAR
• KARATE EQUIPMENT
• SPEEDO SWIMWEAR
• ACTIVEWEAR
352-8874
• SPORTS POSTERS
37 YEARS EXPERIENCE
• TROPHIES & LETTERING
• FIRST AID EQUIPMENT
ACROSS FROM
• GREEK LETTERING
FOUNDERS QUAD
• ROLLER SKATES
MON-SAT 10-8

DEADLINE: Friday, Oct. 9 5:00 p.m.
Anyone with 2 quarters
UAO experience may apply

"Maybe it will go away"

I

The five most dangerous words in the English language.
Wc want to cure cancer in your lifetime
American CaTlCd* Society I

Howard's

BG NEWS
PRODUCTION
PERSONNEL:

CAMUsX
Come in and see
the Variety of
Gifts, Brass,
Wicker, and Glass.
X

You're
The
Best

NOW 30%, 40%
and 50% OFF!

COURTYARD SQUARE, 1084 S. MAIN ST. BOWLING GREEN
(next to JoAnn's Lady Bug) Phone: 352-0075

We're Going
To Have A
Great Year

f™■ C igarett e» • Beer • Wine* B.G.S.U. ■■-■
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WELCOME BACK]

The Blue Cross and Blue Shield

| WHY GO ANY FARTHER? |

College Student Plan

We carry everyday

1

Is More Needed Than Ever

campus needs in one store

*
ness can seriously delay or end a college education—not lust the illness, but the cost
of It. Hospital charges now run more than S300 per day, and when you Include physician
expenses, the cost Is more than most families can allord.

CLOSE BY!

i T.O.'s CAMPUS?

Don't assume that your parents' plan Includes you as a dependent. Most family
contracts cover dependent children only to age 19.
The best answer is the low rate Blue Cross and Blue Shield Student Plan. It protects
lull-lime college students at accredited schools 24 hours a day, 12 months a year.
Briefly here's the protection it olfers.
Blue Cross Hospital Care covers charges for semi-private, intensive care accommodations; all covered ancillary hospital services Including outpatient diagnostic x-ray,
laboratory and medical services when directed to a specific illness, disease or injury.
Blue Shield Physician Care pays usual, customary and reasonable physician fees tor
surgery, technical surgical assistance, anesthesia, consultation, physician calls in the
hospital, concurrent medical care, radiotherapy, pathology, obstetrical care, outpatient
diagnostic x-ray, laboratory and medical services when directed to a medical condition.
A'specific amount Is paid for normal maternity care.
Major Medical provides protection beyond the basic coverages described above for
services in prolonged Illness or injury. After a $100 annual deductible, the plan pays
80% of covered expenses up to $250,000
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Right across from Kohl Hall
Corner of Wooster & 8. College
COMPUTERS
FOR PEOPLE "

A

Blue Cross
Blue Shields

ATARI,

Personal Computer
Systems

In Northwest Ohio

Next best thing to perfect health.

•■■■■•II Computer Programming and open up Hie
FawclrMatlng World of •e>r»one,l Computers

Offices Toleoo. Bowling Green. Defunct. Fremont. SanoUeky and TIH*

MOVIE
400'TITLES

For information, call Don Klrtc at 473-7280.
Or fill out and mail the coupon

on V.deo Cassette
VHS and Beta
Rentals • Sales

SLUE CROSS Of NORTHWEST OHIO. OHIO MEDICAL INDEMNITY MUTUAL, INC.
3717 SYLVANIA AVENUE • P.O. SOX Ml • TOLEDO. OHIO 4MM
Gentlemen: Please sand information about your Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Student Plan lor studtnls attending lull time at en accredited college or university.
NAME

:

STUDENT SAQE

NAME OF COLLEGE

- STATE_

—CITY.
| DO WOT SEND MONEY 1

ZM>_

STATE

Video Recorder
Rants!
with 2 movlss
for 2 days
•
only
$25.00
(Deposit Required)

The
Video Spectrum

NUMBER and STREET
CITY

J

:
:
:

VIDEO SPECIALTY STORE
BU 4 SUE VVXKM
ttSVV WOOSTW

«1SV3BBMI71

BOWING GREEN OHO 43402

JVC
*
Panasonic
Video Cassette.
Recorders
LOW
PRICES

Thr X; Ncwi Stalest a»r 23. lt«l 13

Shotgun opens up BG passing attack

Bengals' D
on downhill
slide in 1981

by Chris Stork
•port* editor

ATHENS — With as many times as Bowling Green went to the air in
I960, the Falcons might easily have been mistaken for a Big Ten, threeyards-and-a-cloud-of-dust football team.
The Falcons averaged 182.7 yards on the ground last fall, not a whole
lot by anyone's standards, even those kept by the Mid-American Conference — BG ranked eighth in the MAC's rushing statistics. Compare
that to its passing output per game, 93.1 yards, a stat put BG in the
league's cellar in passing offense. The conclusion — moving the ball
wasn't an easy thing to do in 1980.
CONSEQUF.NTLY, Coach Denny Stolz pulled out his shotgun — offense, that is — with hopes of blasting his way through Ohio University's defensive unit, last Saturday in Athens.
Although BG lost the game, 23-21, the outcome was not a direct
result of a non-productive offense, as the Falcons' balanced attack consumed 150 yards on the ground and 164 yards through the air.
BG operated most the game out of the shotgun, with quarterbacks
Greg Taylor and Dayne Palsgrove lined up five or six yards behind
center Jim Schumann, rather than directly behind him. Running backs
Kevin Browning and Tom Glendening often positioned as slot backs on
either side of the quarterback.
BG backf ield coach Wayne Moses said that the shotgun was inserted
into the Falcon game plan to open up the offense and give Taylor and
Palsgrove more time to look the field over. And though it caught the
Bobcat defense of guard on occasion, Moses said that uncertain execution limited its effectiveness.
"It did pretty much what we wanted it to do," Moses said. "It gave
our quarterbacks time to pick out receivers downfield and see
(linebacker) blitzes.
"WE COULD USE more work on it. From a backf ield standpoint, we
need to get a little better in our release out of it. You can only use it
when you think you can have an advantage. In this case, with the type
of rush they gave us, we thought it might work."
Except for a couple of instances, it did work.
On their initial possession, the Falcons drove 58 yards in 20 plays to
set up Gehad Youssef's 39-yard field goal. The drive was kept alive
when Taylor picked up a first down on a keeper out of the shotgun for
nine yards to the OU 25-yard line.
Taylor's keeper forced OU to keep a linebacker home, respecting the
BG signal caller's option to run off of the shotgun formation.
"I THOUGHT THE shotgun caught them by surprise a little bit," BG
head coach Denny Stolz said after the game. "Their coaches were doing quite a bit of yakkin' across the field. But I think they had a base
defense for it — most teams do. Still, I thought most of the plays we ran
out of it were very successful, especially the running plays out of it in
the first half."
In the second quarter, the shotgun aided the Falcons in sustaining
another lengthy drive. On a second and eight situation, Taylor enjoyed
plenty of time in the pocket and located a wide-open Shawn Potts for a
19-yard gain and a first down at the OU 23. Nine plays later, BG had
three more points on Youssef's second field goal.
Though both Taylor and Moses said they did not know whether BG
would use the shotgun at Michigan State this weekend, they agreed
that it did open up the Falcons passing game at OU.
It is very likely that the Falcons will run into a pass-happy Spartan
team, with quarterback John Leister throwing 38 times last weekend
against Ohio State. And if that is case, BG may have little choice but to
bring out its shotgun.

staff photo by AlFuchi

Freshman tight end Mark Dowdell (84) Is congratulated by
Shawn Simms following Dowdell's two-point conversion
catch that put BG on top of OU, 21-20 with less than a
minute left.

Dardon, Jackson change images
CLEVELAND (AP) - Fans of the Cincinnati
Bengals may hate Cleveland Brown defenders Thorn
Darden and Robert L. Jackson, but the Bengals
themselves were perfect gentlemen in dealing with
their foes.
"Oh, they tried to block me low and cut my feet out
from under me a few times, but that's all," said
Jackson, the Browns linebacker who was accused of
spitting in the face of Cincinnati running back Archie Griffin in last year's final regular season game.
DARDEN, depicted in a newspaper cartoon as a
headhunter, said he was keyed up for the game
because of all the criticism.

have that much to do with the game anyway,
because they couldn't get (fullback) Pete Johnson
through the line," said Darden, who almost didn't
start the game because of a pulled hamstring.
"I loosened it up pretty good in the pre-game warmups and it didn't bother me too much."
JACKSON, though, admitted he was inviting some
trouble Sunday.
"I got into Archie's face a couple of times, but he
wouldn't although I heard some talk that there
might be some trouble

"(Bengals running back) Charles Alexander told
(Browns lineman) Tom Brown that they has a contract out on me," he continued. "Cleo Mon"The cartoon really helped me. It made me want tgomeryia former Bengal now with Cleveland) also
to play all that much better, harder. But I didn't told me to be careful, but there was no problem."

CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Bengals Coach Forrest Gregg
said his defense turned in its
worst performance yet in Sunday's 20-17 loss to the Cleveland
Browns.
The last time the Bengals'
defense gave up more than 400
yards was in the 1979, 31-17 drubbing by the Pittsburgh Steelers.
"I said right at the start this
year, if our defense could play as
well as last year or improve, and
our offense could improve, we'd
be a pretty good football team,"
said the second year coach.
"Our offense has improved, but
our defense, they've slid downhill.
There's no other way to look at it.
Those are the facts," said Gregg
after reviewing the game films
Monday.
LAST YEAR, the defense allowed an average of 300 yards a
game. This year it is 367. The
Bengals are also giving up three
more points-a-game average
although the offense is scoring 10
more per game on average.
"We're not playing nearly as
good," said Gregg. "I don't have
an answer for it. We're just not as
intense overall, although some
guys are. They are every week."
THE BROWNS did everything
well on offense. But they were
particularly effective with the
passes to the running backs,
between the Bengals secondary
and the linebackers.
The completions themselves
weren't upsetting to the Bengals
coaching staff.
"That bothers the fans and the
press more than the coaches,"
said defensive coach Hank
Bullough. But he was bothered by
something else — the linebackers'
failure to react to the completions
and missing tackles.
"What we were doing is we
weren't tackling and they were
going on to make some yardage
after the catch," Gregg added.
The Bengals play the Buffalo
Bills next Sunday.

'

WOOSTER WINE CARRY-OUT
425 E. Wooster 352-8723
LARGE SELECTION OF BEERS & WINES

SAVE OH RETURNABLE BEER BOTTLES
Open 'til 1:00 a.m. Every Night
except Sundays

MIX OR
MATCH

In Military Science 101 you will be introduced to the many aspects of your Army. While
you learn the basics of being an Army Officer you will have the opportunity to participate in adventure training such as rappcling and marksmanship. At the same time
you will be introduced to the fundamentals
of leadership and management. Military
Science 101 is a two credit hour class of
possible interest to all students (there is no/
military obligation).

™TS4QC

3/

VANILLA
CHOCOLATE
STRAWBERRY

REG. $1.29
SAVE30C

G & W PEPPERONI

P0TAT0nnc
CHIPS Sir

TRY

MILITARY SCIENCE 101

STERLING ICE CREAM

HOMOGENIZED MILK
CHOCOLATE MILK
ORANGE JUICE

STERLING
PINTS n | f\f%
II 10
FRITOLAY

SOMETHING
NEW

For Your
Student
Body

Back to
School
Snacks

Try
jumping off
a mountain.
Happening. -descending a precipice by
rope and the seat of vour panb. It's the
IJNU-NI ua\ down. Except for free fall.
HappcUing is one part of a challenging
academic and extracurricular program
offered in Armv ROTC.

Our classes will fit your schedule.

ADD MILITARY SCIENCE 101
TO YOUR SCHEDULE

ARMY ROTC

LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD.
Or call Jim Coomier, 2-2476 for further information.

6 OZ. SIZE

8 OZ. CARTON

STERLING

CHIP
DIP

PIZZA

COCA COLA
II 0

59
□!

2 LITER
TOWKI
City Utility Bid

Huntingdon

FAMOUS
FOR
FRESHNESS

Q!

Dairy Quasn

TICKETS SOLD
AT ALL STORES

OPEN DAILY
7 AM to 11 PM
INCLUDING SUNDAY

69

I Administration
I
I Bid
Foundars Quad
E.i

J

SALE
EFFECTIVE
THRU
OCT. 4, 1981

n/ooslsr

^
""
Dorsey s
Drug
STERLING
STORE

FALCON SNACK & BEVERAGE CENTER

STERLING

115 Railroad Street • Bowling Green. Ohio

BOWLING
GREEN
STORE
ONLY

USD* FOOO STAMP
COUPONS
Gladly Accepted
QUANTITY
RIGHTS RESERVED

EA.
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Academic Council
governs programs
The governing body responsible
for academic programs and the
University's calendar is
Academic Council.
According to its charter, council
is responsible for all curricular
and/or programming matters, as
well as those changes in academic
policies not assigned to Faculty
The council also is responsible
for formulating a statement of
academic priorities and objectives of the University to be used
in the process of planning the
budget of the academic area for
the subsequent fiscal year.
COUNCIL requires the review

of all academic programs and has
the power to approve or disapprove the formation of new programs, departments, colleges nad
other academic units.
And the Council acts as an arbitrator in disputes over
academic matters among the colleges.
Faculty members elected into
Academic Council serve two-year
terms and may be re-elected for a
maximum of two successive
terms.
Chaired by the provost,
meetings are held in various locations on the first and third
Wednesdays of every month.

r People Count,
♦

Students tried by peers in court
Student Court, consisting of
Traffic Board and Student Arbitration Board, is an organization run primarily by students and
designed to be used as a means of
arbitration in legal problems at
the University.
"The majority of what the Student Court does is traffic
court, "said Gregory De Crane,
director of University Student
Organizations.
The Arbitration Board, he said,
is a "center of appeals to give a
student a chance to have his case
reviewed by his peers."
The traffic board has original,
jurisdiction over all student violations of University parking
regulations.

"IT'S CALLED traffic court,
but they only handle parking citations," said Jean Yarnell,
associate director of campus safety. "Parking and traffic violations
are handled at the Bowling Green
Municipal Court."

The Student Arbitration Board
handles all cases referred by the
director of Standards and Procedures involving alleged violations of the Student Code by
undergraduate students. The Arbitration Board also has appellate

Campus employment offered

The University employs about
6,000 students on campus. But
Ellen Kayser, assistant director
of Financial Aid and Student
Employment, said there is no way
to determine how many jobs will
be available this year.
"Students are just going to have
to come in and take their
chances, "shesaid.

New job listings are posted in
The type of jobs available vary,
the employment office at 460 Stu- but all guarantee minimum wage.
dent Services Bldg. every TuesThey include food services,
day and Friday. Jobs for fall research,
clerical, maintenance,
quarter were posted Tuesday.
technical and library aides.
Kayser said University budget
TO GET an on-campus job, proof of student registration must be cuts will force some departments
shown and students must be to reduce the hours students are
employed.
enrolled for at least six hours.

.».»»»»

FIELD MANOR

the Diamond
Difference!

APARTMENTS

542-560 Frazee

132 N. Main St.
Bowling Green. Ohio
352-4911
custom framing available
Hours: Mon. Sat. 10a.m.-5 p.m.

2 Bedroom (Dormer style)

$425.00
$395.00

Art Materials
& Supplies

THE ART STUDIO

1% Blocks North of the Towers

NOW Checking Account
No minimum balance.
No service charges.
Only at Diamond.

elec. 9 mos.
elec. 12 mos.

Records
ARE CHEAPER AT

THE SOURCE

MontoyThurwtav » 00 am-VM pm
Mtev>:M»m-4 00pm
S»lunU, »:« am 12:0* pm

DIAMOND SAVINGS

For All Your Personal
And Gilt Giving Needs

Maurer-Green Rentals
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

AND LOAN COfV»PAN V
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jurisdiction over all other
undergraduate judicial boards
and the Traffic Board.
The Arbitration Board's main
power is the ability to recommend
any course of action to the director of standards and procedures-

TH South MOT SI.
•"""I Grwn. MM. 4M01
l«ltl KSI

5181 Wooster
Mon Sal 10 10
Pnone 35? itu

;.

The price
of style
lists j tisf conic
down!

A REVEALING COMEDY ABOUT REACHING THE TOP
BY WAY OF THE BOTTOM

Save $20 or more on SILADIUM®
College Rings ...now only $79.95
SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre of a fine jeweler's
stainless.
Men's and women's Siladium
rings are on sale this week
fflj i
only through your
ArtCarved representative.
A visit to the ArtCarved

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full
collection of rings for the fall.
But hurry on over... this sale
.^ runs
rum for a limited
time only.

By*

ft
1
^KKTIRVED
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\CLASSRINGSINC

RYAN O'NEAL /
MARIANGELA MELATO RICHARD KIEL
"SO FINE"
A LOBELL/BERGMAN PRODUCTION
MUSIC BY ENNIO MORRICONE PRODUCED BY MIKE LOBELL
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY ANDREW BERGMAN
JACK WARDEN

DATE

Monday-Friday, September 21 -25

TIME

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

PLACE

>

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Special Hours: Wednesday, Thursday, September 23 & 24
Monday, Tuesday, September 28 & 29

Dcptail retired >h.MlCllM» orVI—CCtpMd

8:00-8:00

©1981 AnCanrd Class Hinfl*
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« Comtnum
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OPENS SEPTEMBER 85th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!
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Bell chimes, sounds time
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

"Chimes ring out with
gladness," says the University's
alma mater, and now every day
those chimes can be heard ringing
from the new campus carillon.
Not only does the carillon give
the campus a traditional
"collegiate type of scene," but it
also "serves as the campus
timepiece," Larry Weiss, director
of Alumni Activities, said.
The bell strikes every half
hour. On the hour it will play an
eight-note tune twice through and
then strike the time twice. Every
half hour it will play the same
tune once.
THE CHIMES that are heard
coming from the carillon are actually a recording system that is
wired to the carillon from
elsewhere on campus.
"This is a system of recorded
bells playing the music," Weiss
said.
"It's music done with
Flemish and harp bells."
He said tone detonators send out
the sound, and the volume can be
controlled.
The carillon was purchased
from The Shultmerich Carillon
Company in Pennsylvania, and
they also provide tapes to be

played over the system.
Most of the tapes play classical
music, and the University must
supply sheet music to any additional tapes they want to play.
Weiss said special music may
be played on days of campus
events such as Parents' Day and
Homecoming, and seasonal music
can be played on holidays.
THE RECORDING system is
programmed to play one selection
at 6 p.m. and the alma mater at 10
p.m. and then it is automatically
shut off until 9 a.m. so as not to
disturb nearby residents during
the night.
The system also shuts off
automatically during a power
failure so the tapes will not play at
the wrong time once power is
restored.
The carillon is a gift of the
Senior Challenge Committee of
the classes of 75,76 and 78.
These committees accept pledges
from individual members of their
respective senior classes donated
during a three-year period.
"There was no University
money at all in this program, and
there was no student money," he
said.
He said the money used for the
project was "strictly money from
these three classes.''

THE SENIOR Challenge Committee of the class of 78 wanted
some beautification for the campus, and when they decided on the
carillon after seeing a presentation from the Shultmerich Company, the classes of 75 and 76
decided to join in on the project.
The carillon itself cost about
$22,000. Walkways, shrubs and
benches that are being added will
amount to an additional $12,000 to
13,000 making the total cost about
$35,000.
The tower, which stands 55 feet
high, was constructed quickly
over the summer.
"From the time the tower arrived to the time it was put up was
one working day," Weiss said. He
added the wiring connecting the
tower with the recording system
was done ahead of time.
There was a concrete base
prepared ahead of time, and the
carillon was set on metal base
plates.
WEISS SAID people think it
gives the campus a traditional
look and sound.
"We've just had a great deal of
positive response from administrators and students who
were here this summer," he said.
Benches will be added to the
area around the carillon by the
first week of classes, he said.

Welcome Back
from

352-9157

Jeans and Things
featuring

Lee

<«>

Bibs, Painters, Cords,
Lee Rider Straights,
Tuxedo Rentals.

|^f^A 0

Natural Foods

^P 115 W. Merry

Bicyclos

• Haagen Dazs
• Mill Creak Products
• Dr. Bonner
• Sprouting Supplies
• Splrullna
• Proteins-Bran
• Fresh Ground Peanut Butter
• Bulk Seeds-grains-flours
• Teas
Repair

•Fuji
• Peugeot
• Raleigh
• Ross

The carrllon sits between the library and the Education Bldg.

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

• Mke

+ BRIGHAM'S
^GREENHOUSE
1030 N. MAIN ST.
SEE OUR LARGE
SELECTION OF FOLIAGE
PLANTS & POTTERY!
PLANTS ARE OUR BUSINESS

•

Wed., October 30
• 7:30 P.M.
• Sidedoor-Union

All Interested Are
Welcome To Attend

slill photo by D*an Koapflar
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WE'RE WORTH FINDING
OPEN &« DAILY
11-5 SUN.

Accessaries Mil
deer at the Wherel Shop

531 Ridge 352-8333

The quickest way to get
emergency money.

Succeed
in business,

"It's a lot easier with a Texas Instruments calculator
designed to solve business problems."

Touch a few special keys on these Texan sales and earnings and perform statistics.
And problems with repetitive calculations
Instruments calculators, the TI Business
Analyst-Il and The MBA . and lengthy
are a piece of cake for the MBA, because it's
programmable.
time-value-of-money problems suddenly
These calculators mean business, and what
aren't lengthy anymore.You can automatithey give you is time-time to grasp underlying
cally calculate profit
business concepts, while they handle the nummargins, forecast
ber crunching. To make it even easier, each
calculator comes with a book written especially
for it. which shows you how to make use of the
calculator's full potential.
The Business Analyst-II and MBA business
calculators from Texas Instruments.Two
ways to run a successful business major, without running yourself nigged.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I N< ORPOR All I)

These days a trip to the college bookstore can reduce your available funds to
some small change. Luckily, that's about
all you need to make the one phone call
that can replenish your depleted funds
in a couple of hours. Here's what to do:

1

Call home. Report the situation, and
tell the folks they can get emergency
cash to you fast by phone.
Jtm Ask them to call Western Union's
toll-free number, 800-325-6000 (in Missouri, 800-342-6700), anytime, day or
night. They charge the money and service fee to their MasterCard* or VISAt

card. A Western Union Charge Card
Money Order, up to $1,000. will be
flashed to the Western Union office or
agent nearest your emergency.
«#■ Pick up your money—usually within
two hours—at the local Western Union
office or agent. There are 8,500 nationally, except in Alaska. Conveniently,
about 900 locations are open 24 hours.
It's that easy.
Be sure to remind your parents about
our toll-free number. It's all they need to
back you up at the bookstore.
' TN> MaMrrCerd name * owiwd by Inwrbmk Card AsmiaKe*
•Tilt VISA name H awiwd b* VISA InWrneHOnal

Western Union Charge Card Money Order.
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SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Tow Ctnter for

CRAFTS, NEEDLEWORK.
WOODEN LETTERS. PADDLES and CRESTS,
FANS, RIBBONS, and FLOWERS

PINCHASZUKERMAN
VIOLIN

THE SOURCE

October 1,1981 at 8:00 p.m.

KOBACKERHALL

COME IN AND BROWSE

Stye 3tenrfj Knot

Moore Musical Arts Center, B.G.S.U.

Beer & Wine
518E. WOOSTER
Mon Sal • 0 10
PfliinH 3h? '444

Special.
Delicatessen and Wine Shops
Take Out

Sandwiches
Milwaukee Bratwurst with Hot Mustard
Kosher Corned Beef on Rye, Mustard

$1.39
$2.29

Salami (6-kinds) on Rye

$1.99

White Turkey Breast on White, Mayo, Lettuce

$1.99

Kosher Pastrami on Rye, Mustard

$2.29

Braunschweiger on Rye with Onions

$1.69

Polish Ham on Rye
Barbeque Beef on a Onion bun - hot

$1.99
$1.29

Chicken Salad on White with Lettuce
Ham Salad

$1.69
$1.39

Roast Pork Loin on Rye, Mayo, Lettuce

$1.99

Kaiser Special Combo
Rueben
Grinder Sub-sandwich

$2.49
$2.49
$2.89

Roast Beet Top Round

$2.29

Extras: Mustard, Mayo, Lettuce, Horseradish
Cheese 20
Onion .10
Tomato .10
Breads: Rye, White
Kaiser Bun .20
Onion Bun .20

-'vfr-r.
©1960 Ftrsl International Services Corporation

HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
1072 N. Main Street

PATDAILEY
DAVID BROWNING
McGUFFYLANE
WIOT
ROCKTAIL PARTY

SEPT. 23
SEPT. 27
SEPT. 30

Bagels - 7 kinds - Fresh on Fridays and Saturdays
Our Own Kitchen Fresh:
Salads - Desserts - Coffee - Pickles
Pop - Beer - Wine - Snacks - Fruit
3400 Giendale & Byrne
Southland Shopping Canter
Toledo, Ohio
382-5656

SEPT. 25

1068 North Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio
(next to State Liquor Store)
352-8434

352-6516

(Between State Liquor Store & Rink's/Kroger)

(866-6981)

No matter where
you work in BGf
Pagliai's can
bring you
a nice, hot
lunch!

Reynolds at Heatherdowns

aste

Professional
photography
is more than
an art.

The

'

B rath a us Bar

Our Happy Hour is still the
same for the third year...

Happy Hour Every Nile

7-9
Pizza, spaghetti, lasagna,
shells, subs, salads...we
deliver from 11 a.m. on.

O^Ccla

Pbglioi's
EAST
440 E.Court 352-1596
SOUTH
945 S. Main 352-7571

Wednesday : a special night
at the Brathaus.
The happy hour
^°°
is on all night long.

ojp

Wot« fc> I'M D»OC"^»

PIEDMONT
APARTMENTS
j-SPECIAL TWO PERSON
j RATE
TWO BEDROOM APTS.
-$250.0O-FURNISHED
-ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
EXCEPT LIGHTS

********

* Friday* After class special
1********
/*! Happy Hour 3-6
115 E. Court

When it comes to (jetting
a job in professional photography, creativity isn't enough
You also need strong technical and ptoctical skills
That's why. at the Ohio
Institute of Photography, all
out instructors are professional photographers so
you'll graduate thinking like
a professional

CHERRYWOOD CLUB
REC CENTER
WITH HEATED POOL

332-6707
L .

PH 332-9378

•

.J

